Some analysis strategies for three-period changeover designs with two treatments.
Alternative analysis strategies for the three-period crossover design with two treatments are discussed in this paper. One analysis strategy involves a parametric model that incorporates the effects of interest. To implement this method, one usually assumes that the covariance structure for the data has the sphericity, or circularity, property. Alternative approaches that do not require this assumption are described. They are based on the parametric and non-parametric analysis of appropriate within-subject linear functions of the data. The advantage of these methods is that one only needs the assumption that the resulting linear functions for the respective subjects are independent and have a common distribution. The parametric approach also requires normality of the resulting within-subject linear functions for small sample situations. An extension of the non-parametric method is considered for cases in which the treatment sequences are randomly assigned within strata. The various methods are illustrated for a three-period crossover design involving two strata with randomly assigned treatment sequences of the form A:B:A and B:A:B.